EPI-Genetics workshop
TRANSFORMING DNA MEMORIES
In the cells of every organ and system of our bodies
lives our entelechy, the memory and intelligences of
who we have been and the blueprint of who we can become!

BRISBANE: October 31 to November 03

	
  

In this four day Transforming DNA Memories workshop
You will learn:
• How to reduce mental and emotional suffering related to separation
anxiety, abandonment, old loves and lovers, misunderstandings, ritual
abuse, fears, nightmares, relationship issues...
• How to stop the cycle of habit, anger, judgment, self-loathing...
• Stop being the victim. Stop repeating negative behaviors
• Clear subconscious murmurs of past traumas
• Understand your emotions that play a role in relationships and illness
Attending TRANSFORMING DNA MEMORIES and you will get a better
understanding of what triggers are in your memory bank that hinder your wellness,
career fulfilment, joy and happiness.
Your DNA is Not Your Destiny - You Can Heal Your Life.
Transforming DNA Memories gives you the skills for permanent change.
EPI-Genetic TransGeneration Trauma patterns can be changed from, disabling to
enabling, debilitating to ability, misunderstanding to understanding,
unloved to being love...
Understand not all behaviours are learnt, many are genetic ancestral behaviours that
can be changed. Learn How To: Activate all your productive intelligences.
PRESENTER: Human Behaviour Specialist, Sylvia Marina, Author and Creative
Director of Transforming DNA Memories, has a unique approach to connecting
people with their highest potentials, transforming their lives for the better. Sylvia is
one of Australia’s top professional change experts, connecting you to your wisdom.
An international speaker and educator Sylvia specialises in identifying the passions,
emotions and trauma’s that influence habits and oppression, illness and disease.
In business, Practitioners who learn these skills have a major advantage.
At the completion of this 4-day workshop you will have the skills and know how to
implement them into your practice. TFH 1 or equivalent an advantage.
CE points 32. ATMS. AKA. IKC certificate. Qualify to teach this powerful work.

	
  
BRISBANE: October 31 – November 03 Wed to Saturday 9.30am-6pm
Early Bird one payment: $947 on or before 30 August

Easy Pay: $100 plus 4x4 weekly payments $225each - final payment 10 Nov.
One payment: $997 four weeks in advance 03 October
Late Bookings: $1,297
Graduate Return: Half price

Venue: Advised closer to the date.

Pay Direct: Sylvia Marina BSB 016499 A/c 340892666
PayPal: admin@sylviamarina.com
Website: www.sylviamarina.com
BRISBANE HOST: Vanessa Searle 0411331884
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ABOUT: Sylvia Marina ND. FMAKA.
In the early 1980’s a serendipitous moment led to Sylvia Marina inviting a Touch For
Health Kinesiology practitioner/instructor from Melbourne to work in her Applecross
clinic in West Australia. TFH was a new modality to Sylvia; she went on to study all
the major branches of kinesiology!
In 1985 she was the Founding President of the Touch For Health Association Inc.
and one of eight founders of the Australian Kinesiology Association Inc.
1990 Sylvia received a special recognition award For her contribution to the growth of
Touch For Health from Dr John Thie, International Annual Meeting, San Diego,
California USA.
2001 Special Award, for outstanding dedication and involvement in the growth and
development of Kinesiology – Sylvia was granted the prestigious ‘Fellowship’ status
with the Australia Kinesiology Association.
2016 Leader of Influence Award Within Perth's Small Business Community.
Professional Member: Australian Traditional Medicine Society. #0778
Founding President: W.A. TFH & Professional Kinesiology Association Inc.
Fellow: AKA. Australian Kinesiology Association
Board Member: IKC Professional Development School.
Her natural abilities are supported by 35years professional background in
orthomolecular medicine, behaviour science, kinesiology and 19 complimentary
modalities.
For fifteen years Sylvia had a full-time busy clinic in Applecross, West Australia as well
as her health school teaching Touch for Health, Three-In-One Concepts programs and
PKP. She was also a Silva lecture until she received an invitation to design and be the
program director presenting 5 day holistic wellness retreats for cancer patients in West
Australia and Singapore – these highly successful programs were a fusion of medical
and complimentary healing modalities.
Through these years Sylvia was a sole parent to her two daughters.
A serious motor vehicle accident brought Sylvia’s career to a sudden halt and for the
next few years she concentrated on healing her body. Faced with the prospect of never
having the strength to practice as a fulltime Kinesiologist again - she is a master
teacher and author, the accident never took that skill from her. Sylvia artfully created
Self Mastery programs for people with impaired immune system. By request her
colleague Irene Oram asked for permission to apply the skills of one of the Mastery
programs for kinesiologists. The result, Irene wrote the first 17 pages of Transforming
DNA Memories – Sylvia further developed the work into a 78-page workbook
accredited with the IKC - International College Kinesiology, ATMS - Australian
Traditional Medicine Society Inc. AKA - Australia Kinesiology Association Inc.
Transforming DNA Memories is translated in six languages and taught in fifteen
countries. Sylvia designed and wrote the IKC accredited workshop Return To Love.
These highly regarded programs are best value to the individual attendee &
practitioners alike – the workshops are designed to be a personal experience, giving
practitioners the depth of meaning they need to work effectively with their clients.
All who attend gain deeper clarity and perspective.
This work integrates with all your kinesiology and wellness modalities. Not everyone
who attends are practitioners, many come for the personal development experience of
changing inappropriate negative patterns of behaviour, and to learn how to access all
your intelligences so you can be all you dream of.
Kinesiologists, Health Practitioners, Coaches, immediately following the 4-day workshop
you will be able to implement the protocol with your present work.
Registration: www.sylviamarina.com/calendar Email: info@sylviamarina.com
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PARTICIPANTS COMMENTS
Sylvia, Thank-you so much for your visit to Bergen, Norway. The days were wonderful
and heart opening on so many levels. I experienced this week at work when colleagues
and patients were unusually open, and I have been thinking of a message I received in
a session from a speech of Nelson Mandela where he says, 'if you release your one fear
you automatically give other people subconsciously the same opportunity' - I have
been in the core of my fear and this week following Transforming DNA Memories have
had wonderful dreams telling me important knowledge...I am really looking forward to
seeing you again. Have a beautiful day. Love Benedicte - Bergen, Norway.
It is nice to take a class that is different from the norm. These four days in
Transforming DNA Memories with Sylvia Marina have been mostly about working on my
own issues and I feel it has been beneficial. The most practical is the step-by-step
guide to a meditation I am comfortable with. I am looking forward to applying these
new corrections with my clients. ~ Alexis Costello. Specialized Kinesiology Instructor &
Practitioner. Costa Rica.
After attending Transforming DNA Memories Janet wrote: I feel very nurtured, listened
to and understood. I have learnt skills and practices without judgement, confusion or
feeling overloaded. This has been a time of enlightenment and joy. These 4 days were
insightful, loving, rewarding, inspiring. ~ Janet. Auckland, New Zealand.
Transforming DNA Memories is indeed about transforming your DNA in the best
possible way. It is a great spiritual journey back to the ancestors with lots of respect
and great revelation. This is one of those courses I want to attend again and again, for
greater knowledge about myself. Thank you Sylvia. Dorthe Starberg Poulsen. Dansk
Pædagogisk Kinesiologiskole/EnterFusion House of Kinesiologists. Copenhagen.
Denmark.
Hannah wrote; Sylvia is a patient, gentle guide, intent not on her goals but rather the
goals of each individual within the class. The work is profound, the EPI-Genetic
workshop Transforming DNA Memories process is simple and easy to understand.
Thank you for designing a course where any individual can join on the healing journey
of their life, cutting negative energy ties from our cellular memory resulted in a depth
of healing I wasn’t expecting. Thank you for the safe space. ~ Hannah Shelburne.
Arkansas. USA.
Transforming DNA Memories with Sylvia Marina was a lovely blend of people. I rarely
get to take a course. It was a treat to attend a class that includes so much personal
healing. I look forward to integrating the work, new corrective techniques and new
ways of looking at issues, with what I do. ~ Kinesiologist. Holly Berezowski. Kelowna.
BC. Canada.
Phenomenal, Wonderful, Needed.... are the words Shari expressed after taking the EPIGenetic workshop Transforming DNA Memories class – understanding that help to
address and clear very deep seated issues that are outside of our consciousness was
just what I needed. Sylvia has designed the course so that people with no previous
experience can utilize the skills immediately and for health practitioners it is a great
modality addition to integrate with your present work. ~ Shari Goates. Arkansas. USA.
Deep Healing of Core Issues. Gentle and Safe. Insightful and Well Paced. Sylvia held an
excellent pace as we healed, learnt, retained. She is an excellent teacher informative
and thorough. Sylvia taught with great respect for all spiritual and cultural
backgrounds. Transforming DNA Memories is an awesome course, I am interested in
more classes with Sylvia. ~ Gina Johnson. Maple Ridge. BC. Canada.
I enjoyed Sylvia's teaching style and wisdom. I look forward to assisting clients find the
'missing link' in their lives, patterns and behaviours. Natasha Kent. NSW. Australia
Expand your work and influence QUALIFY to teach this powerful work.
Facilitator training Perth, West Australia. January 2019.
info@sylviamarina.com

	
  

0412 198 612

www.sylviamarina.com
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